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Later life lending: 
time to re-educate

The later life lending market has returned to growth after the disruption 
of the past couple of years. According to the latest figures published by 
The Equity Release Council in January 2022, lending levels during 2021 
were at a record high and the number of new and returning later life 
mortgage customers increased. 

As the later life lending market starts to recover 
post-pandemic, advisers say it’s time for lenders to 
educate, communicate and dispel residual stigma

Later life lending customers and value of lending year-on-year
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This is good news and in line with adviser 
expectations. However, equity release specialists 
on our Citrine Research Adviser Exchange Sounding 
Board tell us: “There’s not enough positive 
campaigning or advertising.”

Although things have improved in recent years, 
advisers still feel there is residual stigma attached to 
later life lending and believe more needs to be done 
by way of education. As one says: “A lot of older 
people will still view equity release quite negatively. 
That is a legacy of the plans that were around 25 
years ago. I think it’s taking a long time to change 
those attitudes; there’s still a lot more work to 
be done on that side. I still get people who don’t 

necessarily see it as a mainstream product and I think a lot of people 
feel it’s a dodgy product, a bit high risk. It is generally down to the fact 
that they don’t understand how it works. So it’s about educating people 
and making them aware of how it works, the safeguards in place with 
the Financial Conduct Authority and things like that.”

According to our research, advisers would like to see lenders unite to 
launch an industry campaign to raise awareness, educate consumers and 
help eliminate residual product stigma – along the lines of what we saw 
in the income protection market a few years ago. Says one adviser: “It 
is education that we need. A lot of people don’t understand how the 
products work… once you start speaking to people, some are sceptical, 
but then once you’ve explained how it works, that changes.” 

As ‘equity release’ itself has been maligned and is not readily 
understood, advisers believe a renaming of the category could help much 
in the same way we witnessed a shift from PHI (often confused with PPI) 
to income protection: “For me, it should all be rebranded and called 
lifetime mortgages – because that’s effectively what everybody takes 
out... Equity release itself has a sort of stigma attached to it.” 

Just as Covid has caused people to stop, rethink, re-evaluate and replan, 
advisers suggest the way forward in the later life lending market is 
reframing the thinking around the product and communication. Advisers 
call for lenders to support them in improving awareness and education 
and, potentially, losing the equity release name once and for all.

Read more about the adviser exchange sounding board here

“It is education that we need. A 
lot of people don’t understand 
how the products work… once 
you start speaking to people, 
some are sceptical, but then once 
you’ve explained how it works, 
that changes.”
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